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A new edition, packed with even more clever tricks and methods that make everyday life easier
Lifehackers redefine personal productivity with creative and clever methods for making life easier and more
enjoyable. This new edition of a perennial bestseller boasts new and exciting tips, tricks, and methods that
strike a perfect balance between current technology and common sense solutions for getting things done.
Exploring the many ways technology has changed since the previous edition, this new edition has been
updated to reflect the latest and greatest in technological and personal productivity.

The new "hacks" run the gamut of working with the latest Windows and Mac operating systems for both
Windows and Apple, getting more done with smartphones and their operating systems, and dealing with the
evolution of the web. Even the most tried-and-true hacks have been updated to reflect the contemporary tech
world and the tools it provides us.

Technology is supposed to make our lives easier by helping us work more efficiently. Lifehacker: The Guide
to Working Smarter, Faster, and Better, Third Edition is your guide to making that happen!
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From Reader Review Lifehacker: The Guide to Working Smarter,
Faster, and Better for online ebook

David Rosen says

You'll Save at Least an Hour a Day. Totally worth $20

Lifehacker's one of those sites that you wish you'd been reading daily for the past three years, but didn't have
time to. At odd moments, I've thought about going through all its articles in one day and creating a grand
reading list. Then I saw the editors had done just that in this $20 opus. I walked away with 50+ tricks,
techniques and tools that'll save me at least an hour a day. You're sure to find at least that number regardless
of what platform you use - PC/Mac/iPhone/Android. I recommend the print version. It's easier to flip through
than the Kindle and you feel more of a sense of accomplishment hacking through its forrest of pages.

The Idle Woman says

By far the most useful of several productivity books I've purchased recently. I don't buy these books to join
the author on their 'journey' or to hear about how they set up a multi-million-dollar business at university. I
need practical, straightforward, clever advice aimed at an educated layman with a standard set of tools, and
that's exactly what this volume offers. Divided up into eleven chapters, it focuses on computer shortcuts,
software, tricks and hacks that can help you keep your inbox clear, fight distraction, and make yourself more
productive on a day-to-day basis.

Solutions are given for both Windows and Macs, and for several different internet browsers including IE,
Chrome, Firefox and Safari. The authors Pash and Trapani are virtually self-effacing: this is a manual, not a
life philosophy, and it's the kind of thing you can dip into for bright ideas. I've only received it today and
already I've implemented a couple of hacks. Whether they'll help to make me more efficient, who knows? -
but there's a lot of down-to-earth, sensible stuff here and it also brings together several strategies from other
books as well. All in all, it's a productivity bible.

So why only four stars? Well, this is the third edition, published in 2011. Many of the hacks are still
applicable (LastPass and Evernote, for example), but some have been superseded or are no longer current
(e.g. using Picasia to organise your photos). I hope the authors might bring out a fourth edition at some point,
but I'll be keeping my eye on the Lifehacker website for more up-to-date tips. Really pleased with this.

Stan Skrabut says

I picked up a copy of Lifehacker: The Guide to Working Smarter, Faster, and Better* written by Adam Pash
and Gina Trapani. I am not sure I would have picked up the book if I was not already familiar with the
Lifehacker Website. I also regularly listen to Gina Trapani on TWIG and All About Android. The book I
picked up is a gem. I have already implemented a number of ideas and plan to implement a number of others
in the coming days. Read more



Jellie Dawn says

Love the website. The book? Not so much. It's focused more on tech tips and I thought I could glean
additional information, but I guess I know more about technology than I think I do.

Danielius Debesyla says

Steb?tinai gera ir naudinga! Ta?iau turinys: paimtas iš lifehaker puslapio.

Jessica says

I picked up a few new tips, but much of it was at least familiar. There were some tips that I'd never do, but
maybe a more IT savvy person would enjoy those. The book is from 2011, but already there were some dated
tools. That's the thing with reading computer/web focused texts. They're out of date within a year.

Still, it's an easy read if someone just wants to skim it for a few hours. You'll surely pick up some new tips.

Rocky Sunico says

A fun reference book for its time, but hasn't aged well given the steady march of technology.

Daphne says

This book is full of tips to improve your life. If you read Lifehacker (the blog) on a regular basis, you might
expect a lot of variety. However, most of the book is dedicated specifically to "tech tips". I felt disappointed
by that. I guess I think of "life hacking" as a larger endeavor than just "use your computer more efficiently".
But is that the book's fault, or mine? It's a book worth looking at.

Bryan says

There are some good tips in here and some of them inspired me to get organized to a degree that I've not
been in some time. There are also many cool web apps covered (though I imagine this will mean that the
book will not age particularly well). As someone who works in IT and reads Lifehacker regularly, a lot of the
contents were familiar territory so I ended up skipping a lot, but I think someone who's less technical might
benefit quite a bit from this book.

My main objection is that a lot of the tips are computer-based and only focus on Windows and occasionally



Mac, with little coverage of Linux. Admittedly Linux is a tiny fraction of the audience, but Lifehacker's
coverage of Linux topics is pretty good, so I was hoping for a bit more of this in the book.

Overall I think it's a solid, practical book for people who want their lives to be a bit easier, and are willing to
put in a bit of effort. Would make a good gift.

Eric Wallace says

One would think I am the perfect target market for this book: I am an efficiency addict, so much so that my
wife calls me "Captain Efficiency". I am constantly updating my systems in search of the elusive goal of
ever-increasing productivity. And of course I follow the Lifehacker.com blog (in my RSS reader, natch) to
learn about the latest tools and tricks.

Alas, the Lifehacker Guide mostly served as an opportunity for me to hone my speed-reading and skimming
skills... because I already do so many of these things! Frequently I found I am already using the same
recommended programs (e.g. Evernote.com, a real fave), but not always (e.g. I still don't see what's so
special about Dropbox.com). Perhaps some of this is because of the overlap between the blog authors'
favorite tools and tricks and those which were shaken down into this "how-to" book.

That is not to say that the reading was useless for me--I also have a handful of new websites and software
tools to check out in the near future, and I expect some of these will be real improvements over what I am
already doing or not doing. And in that way, the book speaks to my "Captain Efficiency" heart.

In any case, I would particularly recommend this book to people who feel the need to learn better ways to
increase their day-to-day productivity but generally don't have the time to spend seeking out and trying new
options. But you efficiency gurus--and honored members of the Captain Efficiency Fan Club--might learn a
few new tricks, too.

Phil says

This was a good one. The book is laid out by topic, so it was easy to skip over the stuff that I didn't have any
interest in. Since the book casts a pretty wide net, there was quite a bit that I either already knew, or didn't
care about. However, there was a lot of stuff that was crazy useful; I was able to find several things to
improve efficiency in my work and personal life. I'm a big fan of anything that helps me free up time, which
is essentially what this book is all about. It's worth looking at for anyone wanting to learn to be a bit more
efficient or productive. Alternately, you could just check out the Lifehacker website, which is where all the
stuff in the book comes from.

Marissa Catania Bishop says

Clear and concise -- even though this was a bit more techy for what I wanted it for (productivity tips) I still
got a few things out of it. I read the third edition -- so I think much was outdated.



Heart1lly says

I enjoy having this book on my nightstand as a reference for whenever something goes a little awry in my
techno life. REALLY helped when my father's internet browser got hijacked (again). I enjoy not having to
help him every single time he messes something up (at least five times a day) so I make him check this book
first to see if the answer might be in there. Gooooood stuff.

Eric says

Very useful tips and tricks. I thought some sections were unnecessarily long, especially those that included
details on how to carry out installation steps (which may be self-explanatory when you're actually installing
the software) like "After you click Next, you will be led to.. blah blah." Some tricks like the Seinfeld chain
website were also not that useful but rather seemed to be only for fun or coolness. I totally support the
Seinfeld method but the website sucked big time... I would rather stick with the paper-calendar version to
maintain my Seinfeld chains.

Tori Miller says

I was only interested in a few of these personally. I couldn't view the table of contents on the Kindle in a way
that I could see enough of it to see which of the tips I might want to read. It was very time consuming to page
through all the other tips to see which ones I was interested in. I wish the table of contents had a better view.


